Design of a highly potent HIV-1 fusion inhibitor
targeting the gp41 pocket
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Objective: T20 (Enfuvirtide), which is a 36-residue peptide derived from the C-terminal
heptad repeat (CHR) of gp41, is the only clinically available HIV-1 fusion inhibitor, but
it easily induces drug resistance, which calls for next-generation drugs.
Design: We recently demonstrated that the M-T hook structure can be used to design a
short CHR peptide that specifically targets the conserved gp41 pocket rather than the
T20-resistant sites. We attempted to develop more potent HIV-1 fusion inhibitors based
on the structure–activity relationship of MT-SC22EK.
Methods: Multiple biophysical and functional approaches were performed to determine the structural features, binding affinities and anti-HIV activities of the inhibitors.
Results: The 23-residue peptide HP23, which mainly contains the M-T hook structure
and pocket-binding sequence, showed a helical and trimeric state in solution. HP23 had
dramatically improved binding stability and antiviral activity, and it was the most potent
inhibitor of the M-T hook-modified and unmodified control peptides. More promisingly,
HP23 was highly active in the inhibition of diverse HIV-1 subtypes, including T20 and
MT-SC22EK resistant HIV-1 mutants, and it exhibited a high genetic barrier to the
development of resistance.
Conclusion: Our studies delivered an ideal HIV-1 fusion inhibitor that specifically
targeted the highly conserved gp41 pocket and possessed potent binding and antiviral
activity. Furthermore, HP23 can serve as a critical tool to explore the mechanisms of
HIV-1 fusion and inhibition. ß 2014 Wolters Kluwer Health | Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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Introduction
HIV-1 infection requires fusion between viral and cellular
membranes, which is initiated by attachment of the viral
envelope (Env) glycoprotein to cells [1,2]. In the current
model, binding of the surface gp120 to the CD4 receptor
and a coreceptor (CCR5 or CXCR4) induces large
conformational changes in the gp120/gp41 complex,
which activates the fusion machinery of the transmembrane gp41 subunit (Fig. 1). Briefly, the N-terminal
fusion peptide of gp41 is inserted into the cell membrane
to mediate a prehairpin intermediate state. Next, three Cterminal heptad repeats (CHRs) fold antiparallelly onto
the trimeric coiled coil of the N-terminal heptad repeats

(NHRs), which results in a stable six-helix bundle (6-HB)
to bridge the viral and cellular membranes into close
proximity [3–5]. The crystal structure of 6-HB identified
a deep pocket on the C-terminal portion of NHR
helices, which is penetrated by three hydrophobic
residues from the pocket-binding domain (PBD) of the
CHR helix [3–6]. It is evident that the pocket region
critically determines the stability of the 6-HB core and
the fusogenic activity of gp41, which offers an ideal target
site for anti-HIV agents [6–8].
T20 (Enfuvirtide), which is a 36-residue peptide derived
from the native CHR sequence, is the only HIV-1 fusion
inhibitor approved for clinical use, but it easily induces
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of HIV-1 gp41 protein and its peptide inhibitors. (a) The functional domains of gp41 and the
sequences of NHR or CHR-derived peptides. The gp41 numbering of HIV-1HXB2 is used. The sequences corresponding to the NHR
pocket region are marked in blue, and sequences corresponding to the CHR pocket-binding domain (PBD) are marked in red. The
position and sequence of the M-T hook structure are marked in green. (b) The interaction between the NHR and CHR of gp41. The
dashed lines between the NHR and CHR regions indicate the interaction between the residues located at the e, g and a, d positions
in the NHR and CHR, respectively. The peptide inhibitors are positioned as lines to express their sequence and binding sites. CHR,
C-terminal heptad repeat; FP, fusion peptide; NHR, N-terminal heptad repeat; TM, transmembrane domain.

drug-resistance both in vitro and in vivo [9–12]. The
mutations responsible for T20-resistance are largely
mapped to the inhibitor-binding sites on the NHR of
gp41 (Fig. 1). The CHR peptide C34 (34-residue) has
been widely used as a template for peptide engineering
because of the lack of pocket-binding residues by T20,
which resulted in several inhibitors with significantly
improved pharmaceutical profiles, such as Sifuvirtide
(SFT, 36-residue) [13], SC35EK (35-residue) [14] and
T2635 (TRI-1144, 38-residue) [15]. SFT has been

approved for clinical Phase III trials in China and will
hopefully become the second HIV-1 fusion inhibitor in
clinical use. Unfortunately, SFT has a relatively low
genetic barrier to the development of drug resistance
during in-vitro selection, and the resulting HIV-1
variants display high cross-resistance to T20 [13,16].
Therefore, new strategies or concepts are required to
develop next-generation drugs that block HIV-1 fusion.
We recently demonstrated that two residues (Met115 and
Thr116) preceding the PBD of CHR peptides adopt a
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unique M-T hook structure that greatly enhance the
pocket-binding and antiviral activities [17,18], which
provides a totally new strategy to design or optimize HIV1 fusion inhibitors. Promisingly, we successfully generated
the short peptide MT-SC22EK (24-residue), which
primarily contains the M-T hook structure and PBD
sequence, to target the deep pocket rather than the T20
and SFT-resistant sites [19]. In this study, we designed a
23-residue helical, trimeric peptide named HP23 on the
basis of the structure–activity relationship (SAR) of MTSC22EK. HP23 exhibited the highest binding stability
and the most potent anti-HIV activity compared with
both the template and a large panel of control peptides.
More importantly, HP23 showed a dramatically improved
potency in the inhibition of T20 and MT-SC22EK
resistant HIV-1 mutants and a high genetic barrier to the
development of resistance.

Materials and methods
Peptide synthesis
Peptides were synthesized using a standard solid-phase
9-flurorenylmethoxycarbonyl (FMOC) method as described previously [18]. All peptides were acetylated at the
N-terminus and amidated at the C-terminus. Peptide
concentrations were determined using ultraviolet (UV)
absorbance and a theoretically calculated molar-extinction coefficient e (280 nm) of 5500 and 1490 mol/l per
cm. based on the number of tryptophan and tyrosine
residues, respectively [20].
Circular dichroism spectroscopy
A CHR peptide was incubated with an equal molar
concentration of N36 or its mutant at 378C for 30 min in
PBS (pH 7.2). Circular dichroism spectra were acquired
on a Jasco spectropolarimeter (model J-815) using a 1-nm
bandwidth with a 1-nm step resolution from 195 to
260 nm. The a-helical content was calculated from the
circular dichroism signal by dividing the mean residue
ellipticity [u] at 222 nm by the value expected for 100%
helix formation (33 0008 cm2/dmol). Thermal denaturation was performed by monitoring the ellipticity
change at 222 nm from 208C to 988C at a rate of
1.28C/min as described previously [21].
Analytical ultracentrifugation
Sedimentation equilibrium experiments were performed
using a Beckman Coulter ProteomeLab XL-I Protein
Characterization System equipped with a standard twochannel cell in an An-60 Ti rotor, as described previously
[22]. HP23 was diluted in 50 mmol/l KH2PO4/
100 mmol/l KCl (pH 7.0) to final concentrations ranging
from 9.3 to 600 mmol/l. Data were collected at 28 000
and 32 000 rpm at wavelengths of 280–300 nm (depending on peptide concentrations) at 48C. Weight-averaged
molecular weights were obtained by fitting each data file

individually using a single ideal species model in the
Beckman Origin software.

Isothermal titration calorimetry
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) assays were
performed using an ITC200 Microcalorimeter instrument
(MicroCal, Northampton. Massachusetts, USA) as
described previously [18]. Briefly, 1 mmol/l N36 peptide
dissolved in ddH2O was injected into a chamber
containing 100 mmol/l MT-SC22EK or HP23. The
experiments were performed at 258C. The time between
injections was 240 s, and the stirring speed was 500 rpm.
Data acquisition and analysis were performed using the
MicroCal Origin software (version 7.0).
Cell–cell fusion assay
A reporter gene assay based on the activation of an HIV
long terminal region-driven luciferase cassette in TZMbl cells (target) by HIV-1 tat from HL2/HL3 cells
(effector) was described previously [19]. Briefly, TZM-bl
cells were plated in 96-well plates (1 x 104/well) and
incubated at 378C overnight. Target cells were cocultured
with HL2/HL3 cells (3  104/well) for 6 h at 378C in the
presence or absence of a test peptide at graded
concentrations. Luciferase activity was measured using
luciferase assay reagents and a luminescence counter
(Promega, Madison, Wisconsin, USA).
Single-cycle infection assay
A single-cycle infection assay was performed as described
previously [23]. Briefly, HIV-1 pseudovirus was generated via the cotransfection of 293T cells with an Envexpressing plasmid and a backbone plasmid pSG3Denv that
encoded Env-defective, luciferase-expressing HIV-1
genome. Supernatants were harvested 48 h after transfection, and 50% tissue culture infectious dose (TCID50) was
determined in TZM-bl cells. Peptides were prepared in
three-fold dilutions and mixed with 100 TCID50 viruses.
The mixture was added to TZM-bl cells (104/well),
incubated for 48 h at 378C and luciferase activity was
measured.
Inhibition of HIV-1NL4-3 replication
Peptide inhibition of HIV-1 replication was determined
using a molecular cloned wild-type HIV-1NL4-3. Briefly,
virus stock was harvested and quantified 48 h posttransfection. A total of 100 TCID50 viruses were used to
infect TZM-bl cells in the presence or absence of serially
diluted peptides. Cells were harvested 2 days postinfection and lysed in reporter lysis buffer, and luciferase
activity was measured.
Induction of HIV-1 resistance to inhibitors
The selection of HIV-1 resistance to inhibitors was
performed as described previously [24]. Briefly, MT-4
cells were seeded at 1  104 in RPMI 1640 medium
containing 10% foetal bovine serum in 12-well plates.
The molecular clone of HIV-1NL4-3 was used to infect
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cells in the presence or absence of diluted peptide
inhibitors. Cells were incubated at 378C with 5% CO2
until an extensive cytopathic effect was observed. Culture
supernatants were harvested and used for next passage on
fresh MT-4 cells with 1.5 to two-fold increase in
peptide concentrations.

length and mainly targeted the pocket region on the
NHR (Fig. 1b). Circular dichroism spectra of HP23
displayed typical double minima at 208 and 222 nm at
different peptide concentrations (Fig. 2a), which indicated its a-helical feature. Its thermal unfolding transition
(Tm) was dependent on the peptide concentration
(Fig. 2b), which indicated a self-associating species.
Therefore, we used analytical ultracentrifugation to
examine association behaviour at several peptide concentrations. A radial scan for HP23 at a concentration of
150 mmol/l obtained a molecular mass of 9598 Da
(Fig. 2c), which indicated that HP23 self-associated into
a trimer status. Consistently, the HP23 trimer was
observed over the peptide concentration range of 18–
600 mmol/l (Fig. 2d).

Results
Design of a helical, oligomeric short-peptide
inhibitor
We designed a novel peptide fusion inhibitor named
HP23 on the basis of the structural and functional
information of MT-SC22EK [19] (Fig. 1). In the
designing rationale, two C-terminal residues (lysine
and serine) of MT-SC22EK were deleted because they
are not critical for binding, and three middle residues
were changed to facilitate intra-helical and inter-helical
interactions. A glutamic acid was added to the
N-terminus of the peptide to stabilize M-T hook
binding. The resulting peptide, HP23, had a 23-residue
(a)

HP23 binds to the N-terminal heptad repeat
target with a high affinity
We previously demonstrated that the M-T hook structure
modified MT-SC22EK binds to the NHR target with a
high affinity [19]. Here, we investigated whether the
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Fig. 2. Biophysical properties of HP23 in isolation. The a-helicity (a) and thermostability (b) of HP23 at different concentrations in
PBS were determined using CD spectroscopy. (c) Molecular mass of HP23 was determined using sedimentation equilibrium
ultracentrifugation at a concentration of 150 mmol/l in PBS (pH 7.0) at a rotor speed of 32 000 rpm at 208C. The data are fitted to a
single ideal species model and yield a weight-averaged molecular weight (MW) of 9598 Da. (d) The observed MW as a function of
HP23 concentration.
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binding of HP23 could be enhanced further. Circular
dichroism spectroscopy was first applied to compare the
a-helicity and thermal stability of HP23 and MTSC22EK based 6-HBs in the presence of the NHRderived peptide N36. Circular dichroism spectra showed
that the HP23/N36 complex had a slightly increased
helix content compared with the MT-SC22EK/N36
complex (Fig. 3a). The thermostability of each complex,
defined as the midpoint of the thermal unfolding
transition (Tm) value, was measured (Fig. 3b). Strikingly,
the Tm value of the HP23/N36 complex reached 88.28C,
which indicated an increase of 108C relative to the MTSC22EK/N36 complex (78.18C). The HP23-based
6-HB showed the most stable binding activity compared
(a)

with a panel of well known control peptides and several
M-T hook-modified peptides (Table 1).
We further determined the thermodynamic profiles of
the molecular interaction between the inhibitors (HP23
or MT-SC22EK) and N36 using ITC technology. The
released or absorbed heat during the interaction allowed
an accurate measurement of the binding constant (K),
reaction stoichiometry (N), enthalpy (DH) and entropy
(DS). Figure 3c,d shows that HP23 and MT-SC22EK
interacted with N36 in a typical enthalpy-driven reaction
in which a large amount of heat was released. In
comparison, the K value of HP23 increased approximately four-fold (from 3.3  106 to 1.3  107 mol/l).
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Fig. 3. Binding stability of HP23 and MT-SC22EK to the N-terminal heptad repeat derived peptide N36. The a-helicity (a) and
thermostability (b) of 6-HB formed by HP23 or MT-SC22EK and N36 were determined using CD spectroscopy. Final concentration
of each peptide in PBS is 10 mmol/l. The thermodynamic profiles of the molecular interactions between HP23 (c) or MT-SC22EK (d)
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affinity when the N36 solution was injected into an HP23 or MT-SC22EK solution.
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Table 1. Binding stability and anti-HIV activity of HP23 and control peptides.a
CD data
Inhibitor
T20
C34
SFT
CP32M
T1249
T2635
SC29EK
SC22EK
MT-C34
MT-SFT
MT-SC29EK
MT-SC22EK
HP23

IC50 (nmol/l)

Length (a.a.)

Helix (%)

Tm (oC)

Virus entry

Replication

36
34
36
32
39
38
29
22
36
37
31
24
23

NA
82.4
81.9
79.8
26.8
81
79.2
79
83.2
83.2
88.6
85.2
89.4

NA
64.1
72.1
81.3
57
82.1
67.1
64.1
75
80.2
77.2
78.2
88.2

70.3  5.8
2.1  0.1
2.3  0.2
1.7  0.1
1.6  0.2
0.9  0.1
1.9  0.3
64.2  5.1
0.7  0.1
0.9  0.1
0.8  0.1
1.9  0.1
0.4  0.0

51.5  2.7
1.1  0.2
1.4  0.1
0.8  0.1
1.3  0.1
0.5  0.1
1.0  0.1
84.2  4.7
0.3  0.0
0.4  0.0
0.2  0.0
1.2  0.1
0.1  0.0

a.a, the number of amino acids for the peptides; CD, circular dichroism; NA, not applicable.
The data for the M-T hook-modified peptides are highlighted in bold. The IC50 data were derived from the results of at least three independent
experiments and expressed as means  SD.
a

HP23 potently inhibited HIV-1 mediated cell
fusion, entry and infection
We determined the antiviral potency of HP23 based on
the biophysical data. The inhibitory activity of HP23 and
MT-SC22EK on HIV-1NL4-3 Env-mediated cell–cell
fusion was compared. Figure S1A, http://links.lww.
com/QAD/A593 shows that HP23 and MT-SC22EK
had IC50 values of 0.5 and 2.8 nmol/l, respectively,
which indicated a 5.6-fold increase for HP23. The
inhibition of HP23 and MT-SC22EK on HIV-1 entry
was determined using a single-cycle infection assay
(Fig. S1B, http://links.lww.com/QAD/A593). HP23
and MT-SC22EK inhibited HIV-1NL4-3 pseudovirus
with IC50 values of 0.4 and 1.9 nmol/l, respectively,
which indicated a 4.8-fold increase. We compared the
actions of HP23 and MT-SC22EK on the replication
of wild-type HIV-1NL4-3. Figure S1C, http://links.
lww.com/QAD/A593 shows that HP23 had an IC50 of
0.1 mol/l, whereas MT-SC22EK had an IC50 of
1.2 nmol/l, which indicated a 12-fold increase. In
parallel, we tested a large panel of control peptides,
such as T20, C34, SFT, CP32M, T1249, T2635 and
SC29EK, and multiple M-T hook-modified peptides,
such as MT-C34, MT-SFT and MT-SC29EK (Table 1).
Promisingly, HP23 was the most potent inhibitor of
HIV-1 entry and infection.
HP23 is a potent inhibitor against diverse HIV-1
subtypes
HIV-1 evolves with great genetic diversity, and it can be
classified into diverse subtypes, which raises concerns
about peptide fusion inhibitors that target the viral Env
protein. Therefore, we constructed a large panel of HIV-1
pseudoviruses using Envs derived from primary subtypes
A, B and C viruses that represent the majority of HIV-1
infections worldwide and the recombinant forms,
CRF01_BC and CRF01_AE, and subtype B0 viruses
that currently dominate the epidemic in China. The

susceptibility of HP23 compared with MT-SC22EK and
C34 against diverse HIV-1 subtypes was evaluated in
single-cycle infection assays, and the results are presented
in Table S1, http://links.lww.com/QAD/A593. Significantly, HP23 potently inhibited different pseudoviruses
with an average IC50 of 1.3 nmol/l, whereas MTSC22EK and C34 had average IC50 values of 6.3 and
3.9 nmol/l, respectively.

HP23 is a potent inhibitor of T20 and MTSC22EK resistant HIV-1 mutants
We previously demonstrated that M-T hook-modified
peptides, including MT-C34 [18], MT-SFT [25], MTSC29EK [24] and MT-SC22EK [19], possessed highly
improved activity against T20-resistant HIV-1 variants
that carry single or double responsible mutations.
However, some mutations still conferred high-level
resistance, such as N43K, D36S/V38M and I37T/
N43K. We expected that HP23 would react better
against resistant HIV-1 mutants based on its high binding
and antiviral activities. Therefore, a T20-resistant
pseudovirus panel was used to compare HP23 with
MT-SC22EK (Table 2). Consistently, HP23 had a higher
potency than its template for the inhibition of all HIV-1
variants. More promisingly, HP23 efficiently inhibited
variants that were resistant to MT-SC22EK, such as
N43K, D36S/V38M and I37T/N43K.
Next, we compared the binding affinity of HP23 and
MT-SC22EK to NHR mutants, which may help gain
insights into the mechanism of HP23. A panel of N36based peptides that carried a single (I37T, V38A, Q40H,
N43K) or double (I37T/N43K and V38A/N42T) NHR
mutation were applied in circular dichroism analyses.
Figure S2, http://links.lww.com/QAD/A593 demonstrates that HP23 consistently enhanced binding stability
compared with MT-SC22EK.
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Table 2. Inhibitory activity of HP23 against T20 and MT-SC22EK resistant HIV-1 variants.a
T20
HIV-1NL4-3
WT
D36G
I37T
V38A
V38M
Q40H
N43K
D36S/V38M
I37T/N43K
V38A/N42T

IC50
70.8  11.8
8.0  0.9
443.3  58.6
1073.0  56.4
383.4  32.6
1327.2  127.5
316.9  51.3
235.6  21.0
>2250
>2250

MT-SC22EK
n-fold
1
0.1
6.3
15.2
5.4
18.8
4.5
3.3
>31.8
>31.8

(8.9)
(1)
(55.4)
(134.1)
(47.9)
(165.9)
(39.6)
(29.5)
(281.3)
(281.3)

HP23

IC50

n-fold

IC50

n-fold

1.5  0.2
1.7  0.1
2.4  0.1
1.1  0.2
1.5  0.1
1.6  0.3
12.8  2.4
8.6  1.1
27.3  2.2
1.8  0.2

1
1.1
1.6
0.7
1
1.1
8.5
5.7
18.2
1.2

0.4  0.0
0.6  0.0
0.7  0.0
0.4  0.0
0.6  0.0
0.5  0.0
0.5  0.0
0.6  0.0
0.7  0.1
0.3  0.0

1
1.5
1.8
1
1.5
1.3
1.3
1.5
1.8
0.8

a
The IC50 data were derived from the results of three independent experiments and expressed as means  SD. n-fold values are relative to the IC50 of
the wild-type (WT) virus, while shown in parentheses for T20 are based on the D36G as a reference.

HP23 displays a high genetic barrier to the
development of resistance
We recently found that M-T hook structure modified
HIV-1 fusion inhibitors (MT-C34, MT-SFT, MTSC29EK and MT-SC22EK) have higher genetic barriers
than unmodified peptides (C34, SFT, SC29EK and
SC22EK) to the development of resistance [24,25]. In our
previous studies, HP23 was also included in the in-vitro
selection of HIV-1 that was resistant to the inhibitors.
Similar to the M-T hook-modified peptides, virus escape
from inhibition by HP23 was much more difficult than
escape from the unmodified peptides. Specifically, we
could not successfully induce HP23-resistant HIV-1
variants after 25 generations of virus passages over
7 months (Fig. S3, http://links.lww.com/QAD/A593).
Therefore, HP23 is a highly potent HIV-1 fusion
inhibitor with a high genetic barrier to the development
of drug resistance.

Discussion
The present study demonstrated the prominent features
of HP23. It is a helical, trimeric short-peptide inhibitor
that targets the conserved gp41 pocket. HP23 binds to the
NHR target with a high affinity, and it displays the most
potent anti-HIV activity among a panel of control CHR
peptides. HP23 possesses high potency against diverse
HIV-1 subtypes and T20-resistant mutants, and it displays
a high genetic barrier to drug resistance. These features
make HP23 an ideal candidate for further development
for clinical use.
The crystal structure reveals that the gp41 pocket is nearly
16-Å long, nearly 7-Å wide and 5–6-Å deep, and it is
formed by a cluster of 11 residues (Leu54, Leu55, Leu57,
Thr58, Val59, Trp60, Gly61, Ile62, Lys63, Leu65 and Gln66)
in the NHR coiled-coil. Three residues (Trp117, Trp120
and Ile124) from the PBD of the CHR helix are inserted
into the pocket to cause extensive hydrophobic
interactions [3–5]. The deep gp41 pocket has been
extensively explored as a drug target, but small molecule-

based and short peptide-based inhibitors directed to the
pocket usually have low antiviral activity. Therefore, no
compounds are available for clinical development
[12,26–28]. The C34-based peptides, such as SFT,
SC35EK and T2635, usually inherit a longer sequence
that contains both PBD and NHR-binding domains
[13,15,29]. A truncated PBD has been explored as a
short-peptide inhibitor to specifically target the pocket
region, but unfortunately, these truncations yield
compounds with high mmol/l potency [14,30]. We
recently demonstrated that the M-T hook structure of
CHR peptides specifically targets the NHR pocket in
which the residue Thr116 redirects the peptide chain to
position Met115 above the left side of the pocket, and the
side chain of Met115 caps the pocket to stabilize the
PBD–pocket interaction [17,18]. On the basis of the MT hook strategy, we successfully created the short-peptide
MT-SC22EK, which primarily binds to the pocket
region and exhibits anti-HIVactivity comparable to C34based large inhibitors [19]. Here, we successfully
engineered MT-SC22EK into HP23, in which two Cterminal residues of MT-SC22EK that are not responsible
for pocket-binding were deleted, and three middle
residues that mediate the intra-helical and inter-helical
interactions were intentionally changed. A glutamic acid
was incorporated into the N-terminus of the peptide to
stabilize M-T hook binding. As expected, the engineered
HP23 exhibited dramatically improved binding affinity
and antiviral activity compared with its template. The
helical and oligomeric state of HP23 may also facilitate
the interaction of this inhibitor with the NHR target,
which improves its potency against HIV-1 mediated cell
fusion, entry and infection, similar to the helical,
oligomeric C34-based fusion inhibitor T2635 [15].
T20-resistance has been largely mapped to substitutions
in the amino acid 36–45 within the inhibitor-binding site
on the NHR helix [9–11,31,32]. We previously
generated a panel of HIV-1 variants that carried single
or double mutations frequently emerged in T20-treated
patients and during in-vitro escape selection [23]. These
hotspot mutations render the virus with a high-level
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resistance to T20 that lacks the pocket-binding residues
and mediate cross-resistance to the PBD sequencecontaining CHR peptides (C34, SFT and SC29EK)
[18,24,25], which poses a great challenge for the
development of next-generation HIV-1 fusion inhibitors.
On the basis of the mutational analysis and molecular
docking, Eggink et al. [33] described four resistance
mechanisms: reduced contact, steric obstruction, electrostatic repulsion and electrostatic attraction. We
proposed several additional mechanisms, including
hydrogen bond disruption and hydrophobic contact
disruption, based on the structure of SFT and its resistant
mutations [34]. Regardless of the complexity of resistance
mechanism, our studies demonstrated that the M-T hook
structure serves as a vital strategy to counter drug
resistance [17–19,24,25]. M-T hook-modified peptides,
such as MT-C34 [18], MT-SFT [25], MT-SC29EK [24]
and MT-SC22EK [19], possess dramatically improved
inhibitory activity against notorious HIV-1 mutants.
Notably, viruses with N43K, D36S/V38M or I37T/
N43K mutations display considerable resistance to M-T
hook-mediated antiviral activity, but HP23 can overcome
this problem (Table 2).
An ideal next-generation HIV-1 fusion inhibitor must
have potent activity against various HIV-1 subtypes and
existing resistant mutants and possess a high genetic
barrier to the development of resistance. Again, the M-T
hook structure can confer this property on inhibitors.
Direct comparisons of the resistance-developing profiles
of several paired peptides (C34 and MT-C34, SFT and
MT-SFT, SC29EK and MT-SC29EK, SC22EK and MTSC22EK) demonstrated that the virus hardly escaped
from inhibition by M-T hook-modified inhibitors,
which sharply contrasts the unmodified peptides
[24,25]. Promisingly, HP23 displayed a phenotype similar
to M-T hook-modified inhibitors during in-vitro
selection, which verifies its high genetic barrier to the
development of drug resistance. The mechanisms of the
potent activity of M-T hook structure-containing
inhibitors, such as HP23, on known resistant HIV-1
mutants and the simultaneous display of high genetic
barriers to resistance should be clarified. We think that
HIV-1 cannot tolerate any induced mutations in the
pocket residues that are extremely conserved during virus
evolution. Also, the high binding activity may be a key
factor to prevent viral escape by binding site mutations.
The selection of viral escape and the mapping of the
responsible mutations would help to answer these
questions, which are priorities in our research pipelines.
In conclusion, HP23 has prominent advantages over
many other peptide-based HIV-1 fusion inhibitors,
including the short sequence, stable structure, high
binding affinity, potent antiviral activity and improved
genetic barrier to resistance. It is highly promising to be
developed for clinical use and as a critical tool to explore
the mechanisms of HIV-1 fusion and inhibition.
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